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Roldán García Pereda is a principl associate in the Mergers and Acquisitions Department at Garrigues, where
he has developed his professional career since joining the firm in 2002. He is an expert in commercial law, in
particular M&A, corporate law, securities market law, commercial contracts and private equity. He advises
Spanish and multinational groups on both national and international transactions and on recurring matters. He
also has extensive experience in providing advice on the creation of companies and joint ventures in Spain
and to Spanish companies in the context of their international expansion, on corporate restructuring and
refinancing of companies in crisis, and to non-profit organisations. He holds a degree in Law and a degree in
Business Administration from Universidad Pontificia de Comillas (ICADE E-3). He has been recognised by The
Best Lawyers in Spain. He is an assistant lecturer on the Master's Degree in International Business Law at
Centro de Estudios Garrigues, Universidad Europea de Madrid.

Experience

Roldan has been a senior associate in the Mergers and Acquisitions Department at Garrigues since 2012.

He has extensive experience in advising on M&A transactions for industrial clients and private equity firms,
from both the buy-side and sell-side, coordinating the various areas involved and advising, from a commercial
law standpoint, on the various stages of the transactions, from structuring, to coordinating the due diligence
process, to drafting, negotiating and executing agreements, and post-closing monitoring and restructuring.

He also provides recurring advice on corporate and commercial matters to Spanish and multinational groups,
and is secretary of the board of directors of national and international entities and groups, including listed
companies.

He is also an expert in commercial contracts, with extensive experience in franchising, agency, distribution,
insurance, banking, consumer and advertising.

He also provides advice on the creation of companies and joint ventures in Spain and to Spanish companies in
their international expansion.



He advises on corporate restructurings, coordinating such processes with law firms in other jurisdictions and
with specialists in other practice areas, such as tax, labour, public law and antitrust.

He also advises on venture capital financing, corporate finance, acquisition finance and project finance.

Finally, he is also involved in advising on legal issues related to foundations and similar non-profit entities.

He is fluent in English and Spanish, being able to work interchangeably in both languages, and also has a
basic knowledge of German.

Academic background

Degree in Law and degree in Business Administration, Universidad Pontificia de Comillas (ICADE E-3).

Visiting Scholar, Harvard Law School (Harvard University 2008).

Teaching activity

Assistant lecturer on the Master's Degree in International Business Law at Centro de Estudios Garrigues,
attached to the Universidad Europea de Madrid.

Memberships

Member of the Madrid Bar Association.

Distinctions

Recognised by The Best Lawyers in Spain, in the Corporate and Mergers and Acquisitions Law section.


